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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of SITELLE, an Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer
(iFTS) available at the 3.6-meter Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. SITELLE is a
Michelson-type interferometer able to reconstruct the spectrum of every light source
within its 11′ field of view in filter-selected bands of the visible (350 to 900 nm). The
spectral resolution can be adjusted up to R = 10 000 and the spatial resolution is seeing-
limited and sampled at 0.32′′ per pixel. We describe the design of the instrument as
well as the data reduction and analysis process. To illustrate SITELLE’s capabilities,
we present some of the data obtained during and since the August 2015 commissioning
run. In particular, we demonstrate its ability to separate the components of the [OII]
λλ 3726,29 doublet in Orion and to reach R = 9500 around Hα; to detect diffuse
emission at a level of 4 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2; to obtain integrated spectra of
stellar absorption lines in galaxies despite the well-known multiplex disadvantage of
the iFTS; and to detect emission-line galaxies at different redshifts.
Key words: instrumentation: spectrographs – instrumentation: interferometers –
techniques: imaging spectroscopy - (ISM:) planetary nebulae: individual: M1-71
1 INTRODUCTION
Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) have a long history
of astronomical applications, both ground- and space-based,
ranging from the study of individual stars and galactic nu-
clei (Pritchet & van den Bergh 1977; Pritchet 1977), plane-
tary atmospheres (Owen et al. 1988), the cosmic microwave
background (Gush et al. 1990; Mather et al. 1990) and, more
recently, galactic nebulae and star-forming regions (Makiwa
et al. 2016).
? E-mail: ldrissen@phy.ulaval.ca
Adding an imaging capability to the original single aper-
ture FTS was an obvious step forward, as was the advent
of the first dispersive integral field spectrographs. One of
the first of these imaging FTS (iFTS), BEAR (Simons &
Maillard 1996; Cox et al. 1997; Maillard 2000), attached
to the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), was ca-
pable of reaching R' 104 for spectra in the 1 - 5µm range
of extended objects with a 24′′ circular field of view (FOV)
and a sampling of 0.25′′/pixel. A decade later, a prototype
iFTS working in the visible band was designed and built at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and
was successfully used to gather spatially resolved spectra of
c© 2016 The Authors
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bright targets (Wurtz et al. 2002).The development of this
instrument was a major step forward to demonstrate the
ability of an imaging FTS to acquire hyperspectral images
in the visible band.
The relative merits of different instruments for 3D spec-
troscopy, including FTS, have been discussed by Smith et al.
(1995) and Bennett (2000). A more recent and detailed anal-
ysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the iFTS so-
lution compared to other integral field spectrographs was
presented by Maillard et al. (2013).
Motivated by the NGST Science and Technology Expo-
sition conference in which several teams presented designs
of iFTS for what would become the James Webb Space
Telescope (Graham 2000; Morris et al. 2000; Posselt et al.
2000), and encouraged by the success of the LLNL group,
our team, working with the Que´bec City-based high-tech
company Bomem (later, included in ABB), has developed
a wide-field (12′ × 12′) iFTS, SpIOMM (Grandmont et al.
2003; Bernier et al. 2006, 2008), attached to the 1.6-m tele-
scope of the Observatoire du Mont-Me´gantic and used it to
study Galactic nebulae and nearby galaxies in selected pass-
bands of the visible range (Drissen et al. 2008; Charlebois
et al. 2010; Lagrois et al. 2012, 2015).
We present in this paper the characteristics of
SITELLE, an improved version of SpIOMM working in the
visible band (350 - 900 nm), designed for the CFHT. As a
guest instrument, SITELLE is being used on a regular ba-
sis since January 2016 (see Figure 1). We also highlight its
capabilities by showing some technical and science results
during and since its commissioning and science verification
observing runs.
Most of the design and construction work has been per-
formed by ABB Analytical, a Que´bec-based company spe-
cialized in Fourier transform spectrometers and optical sen-
sors. Science lead, optical design, and its integration were
done at Universite´ Laval, the mechanical design and fabri-
cation of the input and output optics at Universite´ de Mon-
tre´al, while CFHT took the responsibility of the detectors’
enclosure and cooling system.
2 SCIENCE DRIVERS AND DESIGN
CONSTRAINTS
The number of science cases for a wide-field imaging spectro-
graph is very large. We have however selected three research
areas taking advantage of the iFTS capabilities to drive the
instrument design: the study of the physical characteristics
(temperature, density, abundances, and kinematics) of neb-
ulae surrounding evolved stars, supernova remnants, and
the diffuse interstellar gas in the Milky Way; the structure
and abundances of large numbers of H II regions in nearby
galaxies; and the detection and characterization of emission-
line galaxies in nearby clusters. All these projects aim at
emission-line targets. This is because the well-known multi-
plex disadvantage of the FTS (Maillard et al. 2013) makes it
much less competitive than a dispersive IFS of similar field
of view for the study of continuum and absorption-lines ob-
jects, whereas extended objects with emission lines spectra
are perfectly suited for this type of instrument. As will be
shown below, SITELLE is capable of measuring absorption
features, but is not optimized for it.
Figure 1. SITELLE at the Cassegrain focus of the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope (Courtesy Tom Benedict). The two CCD
enclosures are in golden color.
These programs have defined the following technical re-
quirements for SITELLE which have shaped the design of
the instrument (as summarized in Table 1):
Wavelength Range - The need to detect the [O II]λ3727
doublet defines the short wavelength requirement. It is used
to measure the oxygen abundance in ionized nebulae and
the ratio of its two components is an excellent indicator of
the electron density in H II regions. Many factors conspire
to make this line a real challenge for an iFTS, and in par-
ticular the stringent constraints it imposes on the quality of
the optical surfaces within the interferometer (mirrors and
beamsplitter) as well as the precision of the step-scan and
servo mechanisms to which the modulation efficiency of the
interferometer - its capability to maximize the fringe con-
trast and therefore extract spectral information from the in-
terferograms - is particularly sensitive at short wavelengths.
The long wavelength limit was originally defined by the de-
sire to observe the [S II]λλ6717,6731 doublet in galaxies at
a redshift of ∼ 0.017. Although pushing this limit to the red
in order to reach some of the OH windows below 900 nm for
cosmology applications posed no challenge to the instrument
design itself, it imposed a stringent limit on the amplitude
of the CCD fringes. In fact, fringes are even sometimes seen
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2016)
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Table 1. SITELLE Characteristics
Field of View 11′ × 11′
Pixel size 0.32′′
Detectors 2× 20482 Deep depletion e2v
Readout Noise 4.5 e-
Readout Time 3.8 s
Spectral resolution 1 - 10 000
Wavelength Range 350 - 900 nm
Declination limits −38◦ to +67◦
at wavelengths close to Hα; this effect can be corrected for
the purpose of pure imagery (Howell 2012), but becomes a
severe constraint when interferograms are concerned.
Spectral Resolution - The minimum resolution re-
quired for the analysis of the ionized nebula in the Milky
Way and other galaxies is set by the necessity to sepa-
rate the [S II]λλ6717, 6731 doublet, the Hα line from its
[N II]λλ6548,6584 adjacent lines, and Hγ from [O III]λ4363.
This implies a minimum value of R = 1000 over the entire
wavelength range. However, the kinematics studies of H II
regions and nearby galaxies, as well as the possibility to de-
termine electron densities with the (often very strong) [O II]
doublet ratio imposed a more stringent minimal requirement
of R' 3000. As explained below, the use of filters to isolate
a group of lines allows to increase the spectral resolution for
a given number of mirror steps.
Field of View and Pixel Size - For the study of extended
H II regions in the Milky Way, nearby galaxies, and clus-
ter of galaxies, reasonable amounts of observing time re-
quire a FOV larger than ∼ 10′, which set the constraints
for SITELLE. A larger FOV is always welcome but leads to
instrumental design challenges that are not linear with the
field size beyond this point. The specified value appears as
a sweet spot considering the available budget. In terms of
spatial sampling and image quality, the instrument had to
take advantage of the excellent image quality of the CFHT.
Overheads - Obtaining a datacube with an iFTS typi-
cally requires a few hundred CCD readouts and Michelson
interferometer mirror displacements. In order to minimize
overheads, the CCD readout time was required to be com-
parable to the time it takes to move the mirror and stabilize
the interferometer, the two being concurrent, and had to be
less than 5 seconds, without a significant increase in readout
noise.
Filters - Filters selecting bandpasses of interest across
the visible range must be used to decrease the photon noise
and increase the spectral resolution for a given number of
mirror steps; more details will be provided below.
3 THE INSTRUMENT
3.1 General Design
An astronomical iFTS is basically a Michelson interferom-
eter inserted into the collimated beam of an astronomical
camera system equipped with two detectors. Spectra of every
source of light in the FOV (11′× 11′ in the case of SITELLE)
are reconstructed from a series of images obtained by mov-
ing one of the two mirrors of the interferometer, producing
an interferometric cube which is then Fourier transformed
to produce a spectral datacube. All wavelengths within the
range set by the filter used are simultaneously transmitted
to either one or both of the interferometer outputs in which
the array detectors sit. By moving one of its two mirrors,
thereby changing the optical path difference (OPD), the in-
terferometer thus configured therefore modulates the scene
intensity between the two outputs instead of spectrally fil-
tering it (see Section 5.4 for an illustration). This configu-
ration results in a large light gathering power since no light
is lost except through items common to any optical design:
substrate transmission, coatings efficiency, and quantum ef-
ficiency of the detectors. All photons from the source can
hence be recorded at each exposure provided that both com-
plementary outputs of the interferometer are recorded. This
requires a modification to the standard Michelson configu-
ration in which half the light goes back to the source: the
incoming light enters the interferometer at an angle allowing
the two output beams to be physically separated. A CCD
detector is then attached to each of the two output optic
ports collecting the light from the interferometer.
In addition to its mechanical structure and electronics,
SITELLE is therefore composed of (see Figure 2):
• A filter wheel to select the appropriate bandpasses;
• A collimator;
• The Michelson interferometer which consists of:
- A beamsplitter/compensator used to separate the in-
coming beam into two equal parts (see Figure 3);
- Two mirrors on which the halves of the original beam
are reflected back;
- A scanning mechanism to adjust the position and ori-
entation of the scanning mirror (the other mirror is
fixed);
- A metrology system (IR laser and detector) to moni-
tor the mirror alignment and position;
• Two output camera optics;
• Two CCD detectors;
• An integration sphere for calibrations.
Some details on the final design of SITELLE and its
rationale have been presented by Grandmont et al. (2012)
and Drissen et al. (2014).
3.1.1 The Interferometer
The core constituent of SITELLE is an off-axis Michelson
interferometer, whose design is largely driven by the de-
sire to obtain high efficiency at near UV wavelengths over
a wide FOV. A very small number of interferometers have
operated in the UV regime in the literature because the
modulation efficiency (which dictates the instrument’s abil-
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2016)
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Figure 2. SITELLE exploded view
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Figure 3. Simplified 2D representation of the optical arrange-
ment of SITELLE.
ity to extract spectral information from the source) shows
an exponential-like decline in performance towards shorter
wavelengths. Many factors affect the modulation efficiency,
the most important being wavefront errors, tilt or shear be-
tween the two recombining beams, as well as optical path
difference jitters during an exposure. Excellent quality of
the reflecting surfaces as well as an adequate choice of inter-
ferometer configuration are key ingredients to success.
Because they are inherently tilt-error free, cube cor-
ner retro-reflector-based interferometers are by far the most
common FTS architecture nowadays. Cube corners of ac-
ceptable quality for infrared interferometry down to 1µm are
found commercially in sizes up to 5 cm, but SITELLE’s re-
quirements on the FOV and wavelength range would require
cubes with four times better alignment and reflected wave-
front errors in size exceeding 20 cm of clear aperture. This
option was considered too risky, since inability to achieve
the requirements would result in irrecoverable performance
losses at short wavelengths; we therefore chose the more clas-
sical flat mirror Michelson design.
However, as mentioned before, in a standard plane mir-
ror Michelson interferometer, half the light goes to one out-
put and the other half is retro-reflected towards the tar-
get. This is clearly not desired in ground-based astronomy
since losing half the flux from the sources translates into
a significant loss of telescope efficiency and also prevents
to fully characterize and correct for fluctuation of the sky
transparency during the scan of the interferograms. Indeed,
the Fourier transform technique used to recover the spec-
tra makes no distinction between true interferences and un-
desired time-dependent source fluctuations. Accessing the
second output port is therefore crucial to compensate for
the global source intensity variations before performing the
Fourier transform. Nevertheless, this compensation does not
include any spectral content variation and remains a source
of uncertainties, marginal but inherent to the observation
from a ground-based facility.
To overcome this standard Michelson configuration
problem, a solution already implemented in SpIOMM was
reused. It consists of entering the interferometer at a given
angle such that the coincident output is angularly separated
from the input. The angle, 15◦, is made just large enough
to locate the collimator lens and the camera lens barrels
side-by-side as depicted in the simplified diagram shown in
Figure 3. The main effect of this off-axis design is to offset
the center of the interference fringe pattern (the“bull’s eye”)
from the center of the images by 15.5◦: given the character-
istics of the CCD, the southern part of the field is located
11.8◦ from the bull’s eye and the northern part, 19.6◦. Fig-
ure 1 in Martin et al. (2018) shows the offset angle map
between the center of the fringe pattern and the position on
the CCD.
In addition to using simple optical components (plane
mirrors) readily available commercially, this approach re-
moves two reflecting surfaces from the cube-corner design,
which helps to further reduce the errors between recombin-
ing wavefronts and increase throughput. Its drawback is that
a very stringent dynamic alignment system must be imple-
mented to correct for the numerous contributors to the over-
all tilt of the system.
3.1.2 Scan Mechanism, Metrology, and Dynamic
Alignement
In most commercial FTS, designed to observe very bright
sources, the interferometer’s mirror is moved at a regular and
well monitored servoed speed. The weak signal from astro-
nomical sources combined with the relatively slow readout
rate from our detector (3.8 s) rather suggest a very slow scan-
ning or step scanning of the interferogram. Step scanning is
favored as it allows using the undersampling technique effi-
ciently which consists in skipping interferogram points and
retrieving the spectrum over a restricted spectral range de-
fined by an optical filter placed in the optical path. Step
scanning allows to choose arbitrary sampling intervals and
to move rapidly between OPD positions where long exposure
can be made. The OPD interval between steps is selected to
retrieve a spectral range slightly larger than that of the fil-
ter. The interferogram cube is thus obtained through the
acquisition of a series of short exposures (typically ∼ 10 s to
∼ 2 min) with the CCDs. Between each step, the scanning
mirror in the interferometer is displaced by a very short dis-
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tance (between ∼ 0.5 and 5µm), depending on the spectral
resolution and spectral band (see Table 2).
The scan mechanism is a custom-designed architecture
based on ABB’s heritage in flex-blade actuated frictionless
scan mechanism. The blades arrangement surrounding the
mechanism produces a purely translational movement and
reduces tilt sensitivity to gravity orientation changes with
a first tilt mode at 540 Hz. It is actuated by piezoelectric
actuators. A Physik Instrumente Nexline actuator is used
for the coarse displacement and stacked piezos are used for
fine tuning of the OPD and the mirror alignment. The ab-
sence of static friction combined with the piezos allows for
sub-nm OPD corrections. The high axial rigidity produced
by the actuator and the piezos also reduces sensitivity to
operational vibrations by ensuring that the scanning mirror
follows the rest of the interferometer movement, if present.
The metrology uses a 1550 nm high-stability laser. The
CCD detector is not sensitive to the laser wavelength, which
allows to constantly monitor and correct the OPD and mir-
ror alignment during the exposure of the detectors. A multi-
beam pattern surrounding the science beam allows to easily
retrieve both mirror position and angle with a precision bet-
ter than 1/1000th of a laser fringe. The metrology fringe sig-
nals are digitized by an ADC and processed using an ABB
proprietary method based on quadrature fringe signal which
provides continuous absolute OPD information throughout
the 1 cm scanning range at a frequency of 10 kHz. The
metrology servo does not require such a high sampling rate
to operate, but the feedback is meant to be very rapid to en-
sure proper safety margin between successive readings in or-
der to avoid confusion between adjacent fringes under rapid
perturbations.
An initialization process combining broadband sources
to the metrology lasers allows to retrieve absolute OPD
down to nm precision through power cycling of the entire
system. The whole metrology system makes it entirely pos-
sible to start a cube on one night and finish it a few nights
later.
3.2 Optical Design
Details about SITELLE’s optical design, assembly, and test-
ing are provided by Brousseau et al. (2014), so we only
present here a brief overview. SITELLE’s optics consists of
two groups: a collimator with a focal length of 711.3 mm,
composed of three lenses and two identical cameras with a
focal length of 236.3 mm, which contain six lenses each. The
design allows for an unvignetted circular FOV of 5.5′ radius
and a full FOV of 11′×11′ (0.32′′ per pixel) with a maximum
of 15% vignetting and an optical distortion of ∼ 2% at the
corners of the field. Finding suitable anti-reflection coatings
which did not significantly attenuate the light was a chal-
lenge considering the large number of optical surfaces (18)
within the optical path. To maintain a light throughput as
flat as possible through the complete wavelength range, and
more specially at the science wavelength of the [O II] dou-
blet, we asked the coating manufacturers to shift the coating
curves by 120 nm to the blue side of the spectrum for four of
the lenses. Optical tests in the lab have demonstrated that
the image quality values were in good agreement with the
nominal ones derived from the optical design and were all
below the 0.8′′ FWHM requirement of SITELLE. However,
images obtained at the telescope show a significant degrada-
tion of the otical quality at the edge of the field, in particular
in the upper section. More on this is presented in Section 5.3.
3.3 Detectors
SITELLE is equiped with two 15µm 2k× 2k pixels e2v deep-
depletion CCDs with very flat quantum efficiency above 90%
between 400 and 780 nm, declining on both sides to 50% at
350 and 920 nm. Read noise is 4.5 e-, and the readout time is
3.8 s from four outputs. Each camera is cooled using a Poly-
Cold PCC cold-head charged with PT-14 gas to allow lower
temperature operation of the activated carbon getter (85-
93 K typical). The cooling system introduces a significant
source of vibration, which is transmitted to the interferom-
eter; but, as shown by Baril et al. (2016), the metrology
and piezo largely compensate for it, so the vibrations do not
introduce significant noise into the spectra.
3.4 Filters
SITELLE could in principle be used without any filter and
obtain spectra covering the entire visible band. However, the
use of filters is the norm for three reasons. First, the optics
are not achromatic over the entire visible range; a filterless
use would therefore degrade the image quality, although this
is a rather minor point. Second, since the main disadvan-
tage of all FTS is the distributed photon noise, using a filter
strongly reduces the background, from the night sky as well
as from the underlying continuum from the object itself. Fi-
nally, since the spectral resolution depends on the number of
mirror steps, selecting a wavelength range including impor-
tant spectral features allows to limit the number of mirror
steps, and hence minimize overheads for a given spectral res-
olution. Spectral folding is then used to lower the number
of steps while still achieving the desired spectral resolution:
the mirror steps are then much larger than they would if
no filter were used while still sampling the interferograms at
the Nyquist frequency. This imposes stringent constraints
on the out-of-band transmission in all filters.
SITELLE is equipped with a filter wheel with six posi-
tions, five of them being reserved for filters, one of which has
to be occupied by a filter allowing transmission of the cali-
bration laser light. Characteristics of the filters are presented
in Table 2. All filters have been provided by the Phoenix-
based Custom Scientific; they have very flat transmission
curves with Tmax > 95% and sharp edges. Most of the
360 - 825 nm range is covered with the current filter set, the
only significant gaps below 650 nm are caused by the desire
to avoid the bright night-sky [O I]λ5577 and 6300 emission
lines. The SN filter series is intended to determine the prop-
erties of H II regions of the Milky Way and nearby galaxies
using strong emission lines (Kewley & Dopita 2002), while
the C series aims at fainter lines in H II regions, absorption
lines in nearby galaxies, and the detection of emission line
galaxies in low-redshift clusters.
3.5 Modulation Efficiency and Global Throughput
SITELLE’s global throughput (excluding the telescope mir-
rors) is shown in Figure 4. All of its contributors are com-
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2016)
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Table 2. Existing Filters for SITELLE
Filter T > 90% Folding Step size N∗1000 Goals
range (nm) order (nm)
SN1 363 - 386 8 1647 168 [O II]λ3727 < 10 000 km s−1
C1 389 - 484 2 570 502 Hδ, Hγ, [O III]λ4363,
He IIλ4686, Ca H&K,
4000 A˚ break,
[O II]λ3727 z = 0.046 - 0.29
SN2 482 - 513 6 1680 216 Hβ, [O III]λ5007 < 7500 km s−1
C3 511 - 556 6 1778 215 Mg, Fe absorption
[Cl III]λλ5517,5537
C2 559 - 625 5 1680 251 [N II]λ5755, He Iλ5876,
[O II]λ3727 z = 0.50 - 0.68
SN3 647 - 685 8 2943 168 Hα, [N II]λλ6548,6584,
[S II]λλ6717,6731 < 5400 km s−1
C4 796 - 826 12 5270 116 Hα z' 0.25
∗ Number of steps to reach R = 1000
mon to other imaging instruments, except the modulation
efficiency (ME) of the interferometer (dark blue in Figure 4),
which depends not only on the optical properties of the
beamsplitter and the mirrors (the coating properties explain
the wiggles seen), but also on the ability of the alignement
system to minimize the mirrors’ excursion from the desired
position and orientation.
Variability of the modulation efficiency measured after
the system initialization is small at the zero path differ-
ence (ZPD - where the optical path are identical in both
arms of the interferometer) position (of the order of 3%)
whereas it can be greater when the moving mirror gets fur-
ther. This can happen when the sampling of the interfero-
gram requires greater mirror displacement, e.g. while scan-
ning the red section of the spectrum at high-spectral resolu-
tion (R> 5000). Measurement of the modulation efficiency
has been extracted over the entire mirror displacement range
using high-resolution laser datacubes. Within the usual op-
eration range, its value is stable and can be measured di-
rectly using standard star datacubes observed in photomet-
ric conditions by comparing the standard stellar flux in a
given aperture obtained from the unmodulated combination
of interferograms on one hand, and from the integrated stel-
lar spectrum on the other hand. Finally, note that ME vari-
ations at ZPD alone are responsible for photometric cali-
bration errors. Indeed, ME variations outside ZPD have an
impact on the shape of the ILS, but not on its integral value.
In principle, the ME values obtained from the laser im-
ages taken immediately before and after the datacube could
be used to compute an expected ME curve for the science
cube. In practice, several complications arise:
1) To avoid multiplying large movements of the mobile
mirror - that resulted sometimes in metrology losses - the
laser images are taken at an OPD equal to the OPD value
at the start and end of the science datacube;
2) The variability of the measured ME curve as a func-
tion of OPD for different interferometer initialization make
the prediction of the ME curve difficult for a particular ini-
tialization (where the ME is only known at a given OPD);
3) The ME computed on laser images is representative
of the green HeNe laser frequency, and not necessarily of the
other frequencies (with an expected degradation in the blue
Figure 4. SITELLE throughput. The current best estimates for
the transmission are shown for the different contributions as iden-
tified.
and improvement in the red). We thus rely on the optical
model of the interferometer for these extrapolations.
The ME variability is considered to be the limiting fac-
tor to the spectrophotometric accuracy of SITELLE data,
and is currently estimated to be of the order of 5% - 10%.
4 OBSERVATIONS, DATA REDUCTION, AND
CALIBRATION
4.1 Observing Run Procedure
SITELLE’s observations are executed within the CFHT’s
queue system. Each queue consists in an optimized sequence
of observation blocks (datacube or calibrations) covering the
whole night accounting for all programs priority, observing
constraints, and required calibrations (Manset et al. 2011).
The queue system allows to split the observation of a dat-
acube in two or more sections and observe them during dif-
ferent nights. Within a datacube, some images can also be
re-observed right away or on another night if their quality
is insufficient. A typical sequence of observations would in-
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clude flats in all filters, standard star images accompanying
each observing block, and observing blocks distributed to
fill the night while accounting for the airmass and moon dis-
tance. Usual daytime calibration includes flat datacubes us-
ing LED lights projected on the internal integration sphere
and a high-resolution He-Ne laser datacube, both observed
at the zenith. Those are only required once every run and
allows to produce the phase map and the spectral calibra-
tion respectively. Also, twice a year, standard star datacubes
are acquired to measure the global transmission curve of the
system in all filters.
4.2 Data Reduction and Analysis
The increasing complexity of the new astronomical instru-
ments makes the design of dedicated data reduction and
analysis software a fundamental component of the system
efficiency. We have put enormous efforts on the development
of a fully automated data reduction pipeline, ORBS, as well
as a fitting engine for a fast and reliable extraction of the
spectral parameters, ORCS (Martin et al. 2018, in prep.).
4.2.1 Data Reduction
The details of the reduction process will be discussed else-
where, but we present here a summarized version of it:
(i) Bias, Flat-field, Images Alignment, and Cosmic Rays -
The interferomeric images are corrected for the electronic
bias and the flat-field curvature. Images are then aligned to
compensate for guiding errors.
Because any cosmic rays falling on a pixel in an image
will affect the whole spectrum calculated for this pixel, it
is important to take into account these events, which are
numerous considering the high rate of the muon flux at the
Mauna Kea altitude (∼ 2 cm−2 min−1; Groom 2002). The
CCD readout time being 3.8 s, it would be time-consuming
to record more than one image at each OPD position in order
to reduce the number of cosmic rays. We thus have devel-
oped a simple but efficient algorithm to detect and correct
cosmic rays. This algorithm is based on the fact that a com-
bined image from the two cameras obtained at an OPD (i.e.
the sum of the images from one interferogram) is a classical
astronomical image (no interference fringes are visible), and
that the combined images recorded right before and after
this OPD are all very similar. This way, all sets of three
successive combined images are compared to detect any ab-
normal variation of the flux at a given pixel. Once detected,
cosmic rays are corrected by estimating the flux from the
gaussian average of the neighboring pixels.
(ii) Sky Transparency Variations - SITELLE’s tilted de-
sign enable the measurements of the source intensity varia-
tions through time during the datacube acquisition. If the
flux of the source itself does not change (which is the case for
the vast majority of the astrophysical sources), variations of
the combined flux recorded on the two cameras must come
from variations of the atmospheric transmission (airmass or
clouds) that can then be corrected for. A typical example
of the atmospheric transmission function measured during
the acquisition of a datacube on the center of M31 observed
through the SN3 filter is reproduced in Figure 5. This trans-
Figure 5. Top: Atmospheric transmission function during the
acquisition of the M31 datacube in the SN3 filter observed on Au-
gust 25, 2016 (courtesy of Anne-Laure Melchior, see Martin et al.
2018). The computed transmission is normalized to its 99th per-
centile. The grey surface represents the uncertainty. The airmass
contribution to the atmospheric transmission is plotted in dot-
ted red. It as been computed with a mean value of the extinction
over the Mauna Kea at the Hα wavelength of 6.2× 10−2 mag/AM
quoted from Buton et al. (2013). Bottom: Estimated airmass of
the target.
mission function can also be compared with the one provided
by the CFHT SkyProbe, co-aligned with the telescope.
(iii) Fourier Transform and phase correction - The next
step is to obtain the Fourier transform, based on a discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of each interferogram, of the com-
bined interferometric datacube and to apply the phase cor-
rection. Phase errors and their correction, resulting from a
combination of factors including imperfect optics and in-
terferograms sampling errors, will be discussed in details in
Martin et al. 2018 (in prep). The final product is a datacube
in wavenumber (i.e. cm−1).
(iv) Wavelength and Flux Calibration - Wavelength cal-
ibration with SITELLE is secured using a high-resolution
He-Ne (543 nm) laser datacube obtained at least once dur-
ing the observing run. From the results obtained on several
science targets, we have measured small zero-point offsets
from one datacube to the next, caused in part by the dif-
ference in the gravity vector at the position of the science
target and the laser calibration datacube. However, as men-
tioned in Section 4.2.2, using the night-sky OH lines present
in the SN3 filter allows an excellent absolute calibration.
Flux calibration comes from two different sources. The rel-
ative - wavelength dependant - calibration is computed from
the acquisition of a spectrophotometric standard star dat-
acube for each filter and obtained each semester. Once the
wavelength dependency has been corrected, the absolute cal-
ibration is tied to a set of standard stars images taken in the
vicinity of the science datacube. The atmospheric extinction
is taken into account both within the science datacube and
the standard images with an airmass dependent extinction
based on the Mauna Kea sky transparency model of Buton
et al. (2013). The modulation efficiency measured from the
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standard star datacube is considered to be the same as for
the science target datacube.
4.2.2 Data Analysis
Given the size of the spectral datacubes (up to 34 Go),
the unusual instrumental line shape (ILS), and the very
large number of spectra to analyze, a specific data analy-
sis library (ORCS) has been developed to help the user to
handle SITELLE’s datacube. Different tools are proposed
which have already been used for the analysis of different
astrophysical objects (Shara et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2016,
2018; Gendron-Marsolais et al. 2018; Rousseau-Nepton et al.
2018); they include:
(i) Model fitting - Emission line parameters can be ex-
tractred through model fitting, and flux and velocity maps
of the lines can be generated. The fitting engine has been
parallelized to fit the large number of spectra (4 million)
for each datacube. Different emission line models are imple-
mented. All maps and spectral fits shown in Section 5 have
been generated with ORCS.
(ii) Calibration - The wavenumber calibration can be re-
fined by fitting the OH sky lines with ORCS, which are quite
strong in the SN3 filter (e.g. see Figure 9). An absolute pre-
cision of about 1 - 3 km s−1 may be reached.
5 INSTRUMENT CAPABILITIES AND A
HIGHLIGHTS OF SOME RESULTS
Science results published so far include the kinematics and
ionisation structure of the planetary nebula M57 (Martin
et al. 2016), the kinematics of the nova shell around AT Cnc
(Shara et al. 2017), detection of ∼ 800 emission-line point
sources in the bulge of M31 (Martin et al. 2018), an analysis
of the physical properties of more than 4000 HII regions in
the spiral galaxy NGC 628 (Rousseau-Nepton et al. 2018),
as well as the complete mapping of the nebula associated
with NGC 1275 in the Perseus cluster (Gendron-Marsolais
et al. 2018). A number of datacubes were also obtained dur-
ing SITELLE commissionning and later in order to assess
its capabilities. We present here some of these results to
highlight SITELLE’s capabilities, leaving the full analysis
to subsequent papers. Table 3 contains the observing infor-
mation for these data.
5.1 Instrument Line Shape
The bright planetary nebula M57 was an ideal target for
SITELLE’s first light, in particular to assess the quality of
the Instrument Line Shape (ILS): M57 shows a very bright
core, allowing us to accurately measure the ILS, but also
a faint, highly structured halo with strongly varying line
ratios. A detailed analysis of the M57 data, with an emphasis
on nebular kinematics, is presented in Martin et al. (2016).
In the ideal case of a perfectly monochromatic source
observed for an infinite amount of time, an FTS’s ILS
would be a delta function (the Fourier transform of an
infinite sinus). But as a result of the finite size of the
interferogram, an FTS ILS is not a simple gaussian (a
widened delta function) but rather the Fourier transform
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Figure 6. Spectrum from the bright part of M57, showing the
well-defined sinc profile characteristic of the FTS.
of a boxcar function (which defines the beginning and
the end of the data collection): a cardinal sine, or sinc
function. Any departure from an ideal sinc function caused
by an incorrect sampling of the interferogram (e. g. due
to errors in the metrology) would be readily observed.
On the other hand, an intrinsic broadening of the natural
line shape from the source, caused for instance by internal
morions of the gas, will result in a convolution of the sinc
function with a gaussian. This function, named sincgauss,
has been discussed in Martin et al. (2016) and implemented
in ORCS.
A spectrum from the bright part of the nebula (Fig-
ure 6) in the SN3 filter, including 5 bright lines (and the
much fainter HeIλ6678) illustrates SITELLE’s typical in-
strument line function while Figure 7 presents a fit with
very small residuals, attesting to SITELLE’s high quality
ILS.
Obviously, the ILS sidelobes of the brightest lines, which
extend all the way to the edge of the filter bandpass, signif-
icantly affect the visual intensity and shape of the fainter
lines. It is thus essential to fit all lines simultaneously, with
the proper sinc function, in order to extract the correct flux,
wavelength, and an eventual enlargement of all lines. This
is the purpose of ORCS, SITELLE’s data analysis software
described in Martin et al. (2016).
5.2 Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution of an iFTS datacube is defined by the
maximum OPD, or twice the maximum physical displace-
ment of the moving mirror from its original position (ZPD).
The maximum theoretical spectral resolution provided by
SITELLE’s interferometer is therefore set by the maximal
mechanical displacement of the moving mirror (5 mm) and
varies from R = 18 000 at 900 nm up to 47 000 at 350 nm. Sev-
eral practical constraints however significantly lower these
values. First, the point spread function (set by the optics
and the seeing) lowers the maximum resolution reachable at
very high values of R because the separation between inter-
ference fringes becomes smaller than the optical resolution;
it does not, however, decrease the resolution for typical dat-
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Table 3. Datacubes discussed in this paper
Object Filter R Exposure/step Num. Steps Date
M57 SN3 2650 15s 593 August 8, 2015
M1 SN3 9500 5.3s 1786 Nov 22, 2016
Orion SN1 3500 10s 1500 Jan 30, 2016
M1-71 SN3 1500 8s 269 August 10, 2015
M51 SN3 1490 40s 251 May 9, 2016
M33 SN3 3000 18s 505 October 13, 2017
M33 SN2 1020 38s 219 September 28, 2017
M33 SN1 1020 49s 172 September 28, 2017
Arp 94 SN3 1250 11s 223 January 12, 2016
Arp 94 SN2 600 47s 138 January 12, 2016
Arp 94 C1 600 33s 389 January 10, 2016
Abell 168 SN3 1000 35s 186 August 10, 2015
COSMOS SN2 600 102s 135 May 9, 2016
Abell 2390 C4 1300 92s 124 July 6, 2017
Figure 7. ORCS fit on an unbinned spectrum of M57 (upper
panel) and residuals (lower panel).
acubes (R≤ 5000) because the fringes are wider than the
seeing. Also, the separation between the fringes is not uni-
form across the FOV (because of the off-axis configuration)
and the contrast between fringes diminishes as the OPD in-
creases. But more importantly and practically, the low sur-
face brightness of most astronomical sources naturally limits
the number of steps, and therefore spectral resolution, in or-
der to collect enough photons at each step while maintaining
a reasonable total observing time and minimizing the over-
heads. We recall that the step size (and hence the number
of steps required to reach the maximum OPD; see Table 2)
is set by the Nyquist criterion. For example, if we consider
a datacube with the SN3 filter limited to four hours, the
overhead (CCD readout time of 3.8 s per step) is only 4.7%
of the on-target integration time for R = 1000 while it goes
up to 29% at R = 5000. Another point is worth mentioning:
while in principle it would be sufficient, in order to reach
a given spectral resolution, to start the interferograms at
the ZPD and move the mirror until we reach the required
OPD, we prefer to start the datacube before the ZPD, at
a distance corresponding to 25% of the required maximum
OPD, in order to better define the phase correction to be
applied to the data (much more details on phase correction
are presented in Martin & Drissen 2018, in prep.).
In order to test SITELLE’s spectral capabilities, we
have obtained a datacube of the Crab supernova remnant
using the SN3 filter, aiming for R = 10 000. Figure 9 shows
the spectrum of a 30′′×30′′ region outside the nebula, dom-
inated by night-sky OH lines. A fit using ORCS, to this
spectrum as well as others in the field, shows that an aver-
age spectral resolution of R = 9500 was reached. This value
is about only 5% smaller than that expected from the maxi-
mum OPD reached by the Michelson interferometer. As ex-
pected, all other datacubes obtained at lower values of R so
far with SITELLE, at all wavebands, reached the predicted
spectral resolution.
Figure 8 shows monochromatic and composite images
in Hα and [N II]λ6584 of the entire nebula extracted using
the ORCS library.
One of the main technological challenges behind
SITELLE was the need to reach the [O II]λ3727 doublet.
Not only did it require the optics’ transmittance and the
detector’s quantum efficiency to be high, which is relatively
easy to reach nowadays, but it imposed severe constraints
on the interferometer’s properties. We have obtained an SN1
datacube of the Orion nebula with the aim of pushing the
resolution high enough to separate the two components of
the [O II] doublet; although this requires a much higher spec-
tral resolution than the separation of the [S II]λλ6717,6731
doublet with the SN3 filter, [O II] is intrinsically ten times
brighter (Sa´nchez et al. 2007). Beyond testing SITELLE
with an extended, nebulous, filling the FOV object in the
near-UV spectral domain, one of the scientific goals behind
the observation of Orion was to obtain spectra of compare
the electronic densities derived from the [O II] and [S II] line
ratios. Since these ions have different ionization potential
(separated by 3.2 eV), the comparison of the two density
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Figure 8. Pure Hα (left), [N II]λ6584 (middle), and composite images of M57 extracted from the SITELLE’s SN3 datacube. The bright
central region has been saturated on the first two images to enhance the faint, outer halo, but is safely below saturation in the datacube
itself as shown in the composite image (right). FOV is 4′ × 4′ (about 15% of the entire SITELLE’s FOV), with North at the top and
East to the left.
maps would determine if the difference is enough to offer
the characterization of two different ionization volumes. Fig-
ure 10 shows the intensity map of the doublet, color-coded
according to the [O II]λλ3726,3729 doublet ratio, as a proxy
for the electron density; a quantitative analysis of these data
will be presented elsewhere (Joncas et al., in preparation).
A typical spectrum extracted from the datacube (Figure 10;
middle panel) shows that the doublet is indeed clearly sep-
arated, and a fit with ORCS (Figure 10; lower panel) con-
firms that the goal of R = 3800 was reached. More recently,
the highest spectral resolution datacube attempted with the
SN1 filter was R' 9000, aiming at studying the kinematics
and electron density distribution of the Eagle Nebula (M16;
Flagey et al., in preparation).
5.3 Image Quality
Very early in the commissioning phase, it was noticed that
the image quality at the edge of the FOV, in particular in
the upper corners, was not nominal. We have evaluated the
amount of energy lost in the wings of the point spread func-
tion (PSF) of the stars in the corners of the FOV by mea-
suring, for a large number of point-sources, the ratio of the
energy contained in a circular aperture of diameter 1′′ di-
ameter over the energy contained in a circular aperture of
3.8′′ diameter. About 10 000 stars have been selected in three
images of the same galactic field around the nebula M1-67
obtained with three different filters: SN3, SN2, and C2. As
the seeing and the PSF are different from one image to the
other, the calculated ratios have then been normalized to the
highest measured ratio in each image. The resulting values
shown in Figure 11 thus reflect the relative loss of energy in
the wings of the PSF with respect to the central region of
the FOV where the PSF is the pointiest. The contours come
from a 2D spline model fitted to these values. Work is in
progress in order to understand the source of the problem
and propose a solution.
Figure 9. Upper panel : Integrated spectrum of a 30′′×30′′ region
of the night sky besides the Crab nebula in the SN3 datacube; the
edges of the filter are clearly visible. Lower panel : Enlargement
of the blue section of the spectrum, with fits to the night sky OH
lines using ORCS. The average spectral resolution is R = 9500.
5.4 Complementary Interferograms and Deep
Images
The raw images obtained by SITELLE’s cameras at each
mirror step are complementary interference patterns. The
sum of these two images is thus equivalent to an image ob-
tained with a single camera without the Michelson interfer-
ometer. Therefore, as a by-product of the datacube, a deep
image is produced by co-adding all the interferograms from
both cameras. Because the readout noise is low compared to
the photon noise from the combination of the night sky and
the object, this deep image is very similar to a single, long
exposure of the target with an exposure time equal to the
MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2016)
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Figure 10. Upper panel : Luminosity-weighted electron den-
sity image of a region in the Orion nebula (11′ × 11′ cen-
tered on 05h35m44.2s, −5◦33′00′′) based on the ratio of the
[O II]λλ3726,3729 doublet; blue hue corresponds to regions of
higher dentity. North is at the top, East to the left. Middle panel :
Spectrum of a 2 arcsec2 region showing the entire SN1 wavelength
range. Lower panel : Enlargement of the same spectrum centered
on the [O II] doublet with a fit using ORCS.
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Figure 11. Relative ratio of encircled energy across the field of
view (see text).
sum of the individual exposures of the datacube. Figure 12
illustrates this process with images extracted from a raw in-
terferometric cube of M51 obtained with the SN3 filter. Be-
cause the bandpass covered by this filter includes night-sky
OH lines, constructive and destructive fringes are seen across
the entire FOV. A close look at these images clearly shows
the complementary nature of these fringes from one cam-
era to the other. An even closer look at a bright individual
H II region in the galaxy would reveal a different fringe pat-
tern due to the significantly different spectral content of the
sky and the H II region; in fact, both fringe patterns would
then be sumperimposed, the one produced by the H II region
clearly dominating. The deep image resulting from the com-
bination of the interferograms of the SN3 and SN2 cubes is
also shown in Figure 12 (right panel). Figure 13 shows in-
terferograms of a bright H II region in M51 (integrated over
a radius of 2′′) as recorded by both cameras, as well as the
spectrum resulting from the data reduction.
5.5 Sensitivity
Although several datacubes were obtained during
SITELLE’s commissioning and Science verification observ-
ing runs, the most homogeneous and best photometrically
calibrated dataset was obtained in the fall of 2017: four fields
in the center of the Local Group galaxy M33 were obtained
in the SN1, SN2, and SN3 filters, with very similar observ-
ing time. Figure 14 shows Hα and [OII] maps of a region
around the active star-forming region NGC 595 obtained
with ORCS using a 2×2 pixel binning. Diffuse components
are detected at the 4× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 level in
SN3 and 7× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 in SN1. Similar
values are obtained with the SN2 filter.
5.6 M1-71: Spectrophotometric Calibration and
Faint Structures
M1-71 (PNG 055.5−00.5) is a compact, elongated plane-
tary nebula that was observed for calibration purposes dur-
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Figure 12. Left : Images extracted from the raw interferogram cubes, showing the complementary fringe patterns in the two cameras.
These data of M51 were obtained with the SN3 filter. The inserts, centered on the background galaxy IC 4278, clearly show the presence
of complementary fringes on the two outputs. Right : Color-coded combination of the deep SN2 and SN3 images of M51, each one resulting
from the co-addition of all images, in both cameras, from the interferometric cube. FOV is 10.5′ × 10.5′ with North at the top and East
to the left.
ing SITELLE commissioning. Although very little is known
about its internal structure and kinematics, nor its dis-
tance, its Hα flux has been accurately measured using wide-
aperture spectroscopy (Wright et al. 2005) and, more re-
cently, narrow-band imagery (Frew et al. 2013); both are in
excellent agreement with each other. We find an integrated
Hα flux 8% lower than these previous measurements. This
difference could in part be caused by the assumed value of
the modulation efficiency (ME) during the observations; we
did not, during commissioning, have an optimized strategy
to accurately measure this value.
Figure 15 shows the Hα intensity and [N II]λ6584/Hα
maps of the nebula, as well as velocity and velocity error
maps derived with ORCS using all the lines. A clear bipo-
larity is obvious in the latter image, with line ratios varying
between 0.15 in the center and 0.95 in the two “caps”. The
fits with a sincgauss function using ORCS are barely dis-
tinguishable from the data over two orders of magnitude in
flux.
The extracted radial velocities and their uncertainties
are presented in the lower panel of Figure 15. The radial ve-
locity map displays a very complex pattern. Note here that
this map was obtained fitting a single component to the
data, as the spectral resolution is clearly insufficient to de-
tect line splitting. We have attempted to fit two components,
using a range of initial velocities, but the results were not
convincing. However, we note that the arc seen at the south-
ern edge of the central part, with velocities ∼ 50 - 60 km s−1,
is clearly detected in the datacube at higher velocities. We
measure an average velocity, integrated over the entire neb-
ula, of +38.5 km s−1 (with an uncertainty of the order of
1 km s−1; see the lower right panel of Figure 15), in good
agreement the value (+42± 8 km s−1) measured by Wright
et al. (2005). Figure 16 shows spectra (integrated over 9 pix-
els) extracted in the center of the nebula and in the brightest
region of the upper cap.
Finally, we have detected a very low intensity, diffuse
and morphologically complex Hα structure spanning the en-
tire field of view (Figure 17). We cannot say with the current
data if this structure is physically associated with M1-71 or
merely an unrelated ionized cloud in the line of sight.
5.7 Absorption Features in Galaxies
Contrary to a dispersive spectrograph, for which the pho-
ton noise at a given wavelength only depends on the flux
from the source and its background at that particular wave-
length, iFTS photon noise at each wavelength comes from
the entire bandpass observed. Indeed, all photons from the
bandpass are acquired at each mirror step. The use of a filter
to shorten the bandpass width helps in reducing the noise,
but an iFTS still remains much more sensitive to contin-
uum photon noise than dispersive IFUs, and therefore is not
optimal to study the absorption profiles from stellar popu-
lation in low surface brightness galaxies. Nevertheless, our
experience with SpIOMM (Drissen et al. 2014) has shown
that the central regions of elliptical galaxies can be studied
with such an instrument. As a test for SITELLE, we have
therefore targeted the interacting pair Arp 94, composed of
the SAB(s)a peculiar/Sy2 galaxy NGC 3227 and its ellipti-
cal companion NGC 3226, with filters C1, SN2, and SN3 in
order to assess the instrument’s capabilities in terms of ab-
sorption features for various surface brightnesses as well as
to characterize the gaseous component of the pair. Figure 18
shows the integrated spectra of a series of annuli centered
on nuclei of both galaxies in Arp 94.
To obtain the spectra presented in Figure 18, the dat-
acubes collected on different nights were first aligned using
the bright stars present in the FOV. The sky background was
subtracted using a median spectrum extracted from regions
(the same for each datacube; using about 312 000 pixels) se-
lected away from the galaxy pair.
As shown on the deep image in Figure 18, annuli used
to create the different galaxy spectra take into account the
orientation of the objects in the sky. Values of the ellipticity,
inclination, and position angle for the two galaxies have been
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Figure 13. Upper panel : Interferograms of a bright H II region
in M51 in both cameras. The main beating pattern seen in the
interferograms is caused by the interaction between the [N II] and
Hα lines. A closer look at this figure shows that when a strong
signal is detected in one camera, a low signal is detected in the
other. This is particularly obvious around the ZPD (around step
60; middle panel), corresponding to equal optical path differences
in the two arms of the interferometer. Lower panel : Spectrum of
the same region after a complete treatment of the above interfer-
ograms with ORBS.
estimated using the routine ellipse from IRAF : i = 60◦ and
PA = 155◦ for the spiral and ε= 0.16 and PA = 40◦ for the
elliptical (these number are in good agreement with those
from NED). For the purpose of the demonstration here, no
correction for the extinction or for the galaxy’s internal mo-
tions has been applied prior to the summation of the spec-
tra in each annulus. The choice of the position of the annuli
was rather arbitrary, but their width was selected to display
a similar flux (SNR' 7; as specified in the figure caption
the spectra have been shifted by a small value to ease their
comparison). A spectrum in the central region of the spiral
galaxy is not shown, not like for the elliptical, as its known
Seyfert signatures are strong and mitigate the clarity of the
plots. A part of the SN2 and C1 wavelength range overlaps
(near the dotted line in Figure 18). The flux agreement be-
tween these two filters indicates an uncertainty in the flux
calibration of 10% (and the C1 spectra have been shifted for
a perfect match with the SN2 spectra in Figure 18).
In Figure 18, many of the Lick indicators (Worthey
et al. 1994) used to characterize the stellar populations have
been identified along with the strong emission lines gener-
ally used to study the ionized gas. Many of the unidenti-
fied structures in the spectra are more absorption lines or
weak emission lines, also shaped by the instrument sinc pro-
file. Clearly the C1 filter can be useful to study absorption
features in different positions in these galaxies. In the SN3
filter, the stellar absorption feature Fe6495 is seen, display-
ing a different shape from the elliptical to the spiral galaxy.
As expected, the LINER nature of the elliptical galaxy is
responsible for strong and broad emission lines in the SN3
filter, but it is interesting to see here the presence of these
emission lines further away from the galaxy center (for exam-
ple, the [O III]λ5007 emission is still observed in the annulus
from 21′ to 26′). In the case of the spiral galaxy, the SN3
emission lines seen through the disk are the signature of H II
regions (many easily seen in the C1 deep image) but also
of a diffused ionized gas component (as suggested in some
cases by the high [N II]/Hα line ratio). A pure absorption
component for the Hα line is not seen in these data while an
Hβ absorption line can be detected at larger radii (although
probably contaminated by an emission component in many
cases).
5.8 Emission-line Galaxies in Clusters and
Serendipity
Nearby galaxy clusters in the z = 0.04 - 0.23 range have been
targeted, aiming at detecting the [O II] line in the filters
C1 (Abell 1413, Abell 2261) and SN2 (HETDEX Pilot Sur-
vey - COSMOS field), as well as the Hα line in the filters
SN3 (Abell 168) and C4 (Abell 2390). Moreover, background
emission-line galaxies are always detected in all datacubes
aiming away from the Galactic plane. Detailed analyses of
these data will be published elsewhere, but we present here
some representative results.
5.8.1 Abell 168
The average redshift of Abell 168, z = 0.045, places the Hα
line at the red edge of the SN3 filter and superimposed on
a series of bright night-sky OH lines. Nevertheless, all mem-
bers known to display emission lines in their spectra within
the filter bandpass were also detected in the SITELLE dat-
acube, allowing a 2D mapping of the emission. The most in-
teresting case is that of SDSS J011508.22+001337.5, shown
in Figure 19. While the deep image shows a distorted spi-
ral galaxy, the Hα image reveals a bright core surrounded
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Figure 14. Upper panel : Hα map of the region around NGC 595 in M33 extracted with ORCS from the SN3 datacube, using a
2× 2 binning. Both images are identical, but contours (4, 10, and 100× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 in red, yellow, and white, respec-
tively) have been added on the right. Lower panel : Same as upper panel, but for the [O II]λ3727 line, and with a lower contour of
7× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 in red. FOV is 4.25′ × 4.25′, with North at the top and East to the left.
by a ring of very active star-forming regions, as well as
more diffuse Hα emission in the inner western arm. The
Hα flux from the core, within a 3′′ diameter aperture (cor-
responding to the SDSS fiber) determined by ORCS is
8.55× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2, in excellent agreement with that
provided by SDSS. We measure a total Hα flux from the
galaxy of 2.25× 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2. The lower panel of Fig-
ure 19 shows the velocity field of the ionized gas in this
galaxy.
5.8.2 HETDEX Pilot Survey - COSMOS Field
A field centered at 10:00:04, +02◦16′04′′, which was included
in the HETDEX Pilot Survey (HPS; Adams et al. 2011) was
observed with the SN2 filter. This datacube was however
plagued with some stray light probably originating from the
metrology laser, resulting in bright spots scattered in the
upper part of the field. Forty-one emission-line sources with
a line falling within the SN2 filter bandwidth were known
in this area, providing a good testbed to assess SITELLE’s
detectability limits. 29 sources were detected (success rate
of 71%), including 25 out of 31 (81%) with an emission-line
flux above 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 and 4 out of 10 (40%) below
this limit. Figure 20 shows the continuum and emission-line
images, as well as the integrated spectrum of HPS248, which
is very likely a group of 3, perhaps 4 interacting galaxies at a
redshift of z = 0.372. Four out of the seven known Ly-α emit-
ters within the redshift range covered by the SN2 filter have
been recovered by SITELLE; their spectra are displayed in
Figure 21. Among them, HPS315 shows one of the weakest
emission lines among our detections in this field, with an
integrated emission-line flux of 8.5× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2. It
is also the most distant source yet detected with SITELLE.
We did not detect the Ly-α emitters HPS184, HPS 253 nor
HPS 310.
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Figure 15. Planetary nebula M1-71 as seen from SITELLE. Upper panel : Hα (left) and [N II]λ6584/Hα ratio (right) images. Lower
panel : Heliocentric velocity map and formal uncertainty of the velocity, per pixel. Images are 22′′ × 20′′ with North at the top and East
to the left.
Figure 16. Spectra of 1 arcsec2 extracted in the center of M71
(left) and in the upper [N II]-rich cap (right). Fits (orange) with
sincgauss functions using ORCS are superimposed on the real
spectrum (blue); the agreement is remarquable, over two orders
of magnitude in flux. An identical fitting procedure was used on
individual pixels to produce the maps shown in Figure 15.
5.8.3 Background Galaxies in the Abell 2390 Field
The C4 filter was specially designed to detect Hα emit-
ters in the narrow redshift range of z = 0.21 - 0.25, corre-
sponding to a narrow window in the night-sky OH forest.
Some sky lines are nevertheless present, and the contin-
uum is stronger than in the other SITELLE bandpasses,
contributing to the photon noise and therefore reducing
the detectability of emission-line sources. But it is also in
this range that SITELLE is the most efficient: the mod-
ulation efficiency, optical transmission and CCD quantum
efficiency are at their best around 800 nm. The first clus-
Figure 17. Integrated Hα image of the entire SITELLE field
(11′ × 11′) around M1-71, showing the faint, diffuse nebula. The
horizontal stripes are artefacts from the CCDs. Stars have been
removed and the image has been convolved with a 1.5” gaussian
kernel to increase the signal.
ter to be observed using the C4 filter was Abell 2390 (PI:
Howard Yee), where more than 100 emission-line members
have been detected (Yee et al., in preparation). Interest-
ingly, the [O III]λ5007 lines falls within this filter for red-
shifts z' 0.59 - 0.65 and a few of these outliers have been
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Figure 18. Spectra of annular regions in the galaxy members of Arp 94. A portion of the C1 deep image is presented to the right, showing
the position of the selected annuli for NGC 3226 (the elliptical) and NGC 3227 (the spiral). The de-projected internal and external radius
of each annulus is given in the box bellow the image (using the same color code as for the spectra). The top and bottom panels of the
left side of the image show the spectra for NGC 3226 and NGC 3227, respectively. The three filters used are identified at the top: SN3
to the left with SN2 and C1 in the middle. The dotted line indicates the overlapping wavelength region between SN2 and C1. A small
shift was applied to the flux in the different annuli for clarity of the plots: from the central to the more distant annulus, the shifts are
for the elliptical: 0.85, 0.55, 0.25, and 0.0× 10−14; and for the spiral: 1, 0.5, and 0.0× 10−14. Emission lines from the ionized gas and
absorption lines from the stellar populations are identified in the top panels.
detected. Figure 22 shows continuum and on-line images, as
well as the spectrum of one of them to illustrate SITELLE’s
capability to accurately subtract the strong sky background
; we have independently fitted the two lines from the doublet
and their velocities came out within 5 km s−1 of each other,
at a redshift of 0.634. The [O III]λ5007 flux of this source is
9.1± 1.1× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that SITELLE is a very
versatile instrument, capable of providing spatially resolved
spectra of a variety of targets, from Galactic planetary neb-
ulae to nearby galaxies and more distant galaxy clusters, in
selected wavebands across the visible spectral range.
SITELLE’s unique advantages for studying emission
line objects are driving the CFHT Large Program SIGNALS
(Star formation, Ionized Gas, and Nebular Abundances
Legacy Survey). This project aims at observing a volume-
limited sample of local, extended galaxies (D< 10 Mpc) with
active massive star formation. Roughly 35 large nearby
galaxies will be observed over 350 hours of observing time
spread over 4 years at CFHT; observations have begun in
October 2018. Each field will be observed with the SN1,
SN2, and SN3 filters, with a resolution R = 1000 for SN1 and
SN2, and R = 5000 for SN3. With an average spatial resolu-
tion of 20 pc, this survey will provide the largest, most com-
plete and homogeneous database of spectroscopically and
spatially resolved extragalactic H II regions ever assembled
(Rousseau-Nepton et al., in preparation). The main goals
are: 1) to quantify the impact of the surrounding environ-
ment on the star formation process; 2) to link feedback pro-
cesses to the small-scale chemical enrichment and dynamics
around star-forming regions; and 3) to measure variations
of the resolved star formation rate with respect to indica-
tors used for high redshift galaxy surveys. The SIGNALS
dataset will be extremely rich. Notwithstanding the main
study focusing on H II regions, complementary results will
also be obtained on supernova remnants, planetary nebulae,
and background emission-line objects.
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Figure 19. SDSS J011508.22+001337.5, a spiral galaxy in the Abell 168 cluster, as seen from a SITELLE SN3 datacube. The upper
panel shows the deep SN3 image (left) and the Hα emission detected by ORCS. The lower panel shows the velocity field (left), relative
to the systemic heliocentric velocity of 12850 km s−1, as well as the formal uncertainty on the velocity, per pixel (right). Each plot is
37′′ × 25′′ on a side, with East to the left and North at the top.
Figure 20. Continuum (left) and emission-line (middle) images, and the integrated spectrum (right) of HPS248. An ORCS fits to the
emission line ([O II] at z = 0.372) is superimposed.
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